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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In 2082, androids are an essential
part of daily life. Some are helpful, some would make better toasters, and some are so human-like
they re creepy. Back in Atlanta, Detective Cooper s latest client has him searching for her boyfriend
who she thinks was replaced by a simulation, an illegal clone android. The guy also happens to be a
popular new congressman. To make matters more complicated, Cooper keeps crossing paths with
his ex, FBI Agent Geri Harper, as they seem to be looking for the same guy. Cooper knows he s
getting close when Geri is kidnapped, but when she resurfaces in Washington and goes on a killing
spree, he knows it isn t her. Now under suspicion himself, Cooper must find the real Geri to prove
her innocence, not to mention hunt down the powerful villain behind it all. Never a dull moment.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is really gripping and intriguing. it was writtern very perfectly and beneficial. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a created ebook.
-- Jaeden Stiedemann Sr.-- Jaeden Stiedemann Sr.

An extremely amazing ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this written e ebook. Its been
written in an extremely basic way which is simply right after i finished reading through this book in which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Jose Ruecker-- Jose Ruecker
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